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ABSTRACT
Product Data Management (PDM) and Software Configuration Management (SCM) are the disciplines of building and controlling the evolution of a complex artifact; either physical or software. Surprisingly, these two fields have evolved independently; their respective solutions to the same problems are incompatible and their properties are different. PDM is good at modeling while SCM is good at building and supporting concurrent engineering. From a software engineering perspective, the challenge is to take the full potential of strong modeling capabilities, while preserving good concurrent engineering support. The paper shows that rich modeling, flexible evolution, and concurrent engineering supports have conflicting requirements and that a solution requires rethinking the concepts of evolution, versioning and modeling. We have developed a system, called CADSE (Computer Aided Domain Specific Environment), in which a product (software, physical or both) is modeled in a way similar to PDM and in which concurrent engineering and evolution is supported in the SCM way. To that end, the system is driven by models; evolution alone being defined through different models. The paper describes our system and discusses the early lessons of its first years of practical use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The symbiosis between the material and software parts of a product is continuously increasing. The vast majority of industrial goods, in the near future, will include software, from tiny devices (a few lines of code), to cars and planes (millions of lines of code). In a given product, the boundaries between its software and physical parts are pretty loose and may move during design, implementation and even commercial life. This is well known, but the surprise is that the tools and methods used in these different areas (software engineering and product engineering) are not only different but incompatible. Provided the deep relationships between the parts, it becomes more critical every day to manage the complete product, all along its life, whatever the nature of its parts.

The situation is long understood and many efforts to reconcile product engineering and software engineering have been undertaken without success. Reconciling these fields is much more challenging than it seems and requires rethinking fundamental underlying assumptions and concepts.

Tools, techniques and environments in both SCM and PDM aim at supporting and controlling the design, development and evolution of a product, be it material or software. But the fact of whether the targeted product is material or software is not a mundane difference, because software has a unique property: its source code is a model of the targeted software product and its executable code is the product. For that reason SCM and Software engineering tools are managing models, source code and executables and emphasize building, testing, fast changes through concurrent engineering; while PDM emphasizes “only” modeling.

This paper is written by software engineers for software engineers. Our goal is not a detailed comparison between SCM and PDM but (1) to identify the major reasons why these two fields are incompatible, (2) to find out the salient features of each one; and (3) to find a way to reconcile these fields, taking the best of each and improving the state of the art in both fields.

2. SCM / PDM MAIN DIFFERENCES.
SCM and PDM have many similarities and differences. For an extensive study, refer to [1][4][13]. This paper focuses only on the two most salient differences: model support and evolution support.
2.1 Model support

In PDM three classes of entities can be identified:
- business model, made of business items,
- detailed model, and other files called data items,
- targeted real physical objects.

For example, the business model of a bicycle contains a frame business item, two wheel business items and their relationships. The detailed model of a wheel is a data item, i.e. a file produced by a CAD system. A real bicycle is the real object.

Clearly, PDM emphasizes product modeling. Models and metamodules are well defined and normalized. Although each PDM system takes some liberties with the standards, the following can be identified:
- EXPRESS formalism. It is the Meta-Metamodel for business modeling [19].
- Application Protocol (APxyz Metamodels). They specialize EXPRESS for a given business domain (AP209: Composite & Metallic, AP214: automobile etc) [3][20].
- The model (e.g. a Peugeot 307 model (sic), conforms to AP214, itself EXPRESS conforming).

2.2 Evolution control

In SCM and PDM, a core issue is the ability to control complex artifacts evolution; however, the very concept of version is understood differently.

We define that B is a version of A if, for some concern, B looks identical to A. It means that A and B share some characteristics such that, if only these shared characteristics are of concern, A and B are equivalent. For example, if you require the functions defined in an interface, two classes implementing that interface can be seen as equivalent, and therefore versions of each other.

This definition, to be of practical use, requires knowing: (1) what are these shared characteristics and (2) what are the characteristics of concern. These two conditions are usually not satisfied.

In practice, the bottom line is to recognize a difference between logical and historical versioning [18].

Two artifacts are logical versions (also called variants) if they are intended roughly for the same purpose (they fill the same functionality), but in different context (e.g. Windows and Unix versions). Logical versions exist and are maintained in parallel, none is intrinsically “better” than the other, using one or the other depends only on the context.

Two artifacts are historical versions (also called revisions) if one is a modification of the other, the new one is assumed to fill the same purpose and to be “better” than the previous one, in all contexts. Historical versioning leads to the definition of a “predecessor” relationship, therefore a line of revisions, sharing the same purpose, which altogether can be seen as a single logical artifact; i.e. the same artifact along the time dimension.

Historical versioning is supported in very much the same way in both camps. It is a mechanism that fits the “improvement” intentions like “I fixed, I rewrote, I completed”; therefore creating a revision does not require recording additional information: the “improvement” intention is implicit and the purpose is the same for all revisions.

Versioning is only a mechanism (a means) for the support of the goal: evolution control. But evolution has different dimensions that should be defined, modeled and supported independently. These models include:
- Cooperation. Define how concurrent engineering should be handled.
- Composition.
Composition models emphasize the fact that a complex product (a mountain bike) is a composite item defined by structure constraints (2 wheels, a frame…) and constraints on the elements of that structure (26” wheels, disk brake…). With respect to our definition of logical versioning, the constraints are the “characteristics of concern”; all elements sharing these characteristics are equivalent from the point of view of the composite item and constitute an equivalence class (all 26” wheels are valid candidates for a mountain bike). Therefore, creating a complex product requires selecting a candidate in each equivalence class.

Variability and compatibility are traditionally distinguished because the former defines the intention and purpose; while the later is related to technical compatibility between revisions (i.e. version 2002 of wheel XY is not compatible with disk brakes ZT revision …).

Evolution control is supported very differently in SCM and PDM; let us summarize their main characteristics.

2.2.1 PDM

Cooperation model. In PDM, business items (the elements of the business model) are stored in a database and data items in a file system. Changing a business item means changing a record in a database, using the usual transaction strategy. It means that only one person can change a business item at a time.

Data items are managed in a conservative way. To be changed, a data item is copied into a specific location and locked during the change. In both cases, there is no real concurrent engineering, and therefore no explicit cooperation model [16][17].

Variability. In PDM, it is based on the semantics attached to the specific relationships substitute, alternate, and optional. In STEP, alternate parts are interchangeable in all occurrences whereas substitutes are interchangeable only in particular contexts. The option concept allows describing generic structures using quantifications (a bike has 2 wheels). The product is defined with all its possible options, then, depending on the option selection, the number of instances can be changed (a child bike has 4 wheels), components can be added or removed.

Compatibility is handled using the effectivity concept. An effective relationship is established from a revision (origin) to a set of destination revisions, expressing the fact that the relationship holds between the origin revision and any of the destination revisions. Effectivity expresses a range of compatibility; this range can be expressed by serial number range, i.e., a list of revision sequences like (1-3; 6-12) meaning revision 1, 2, 3, and 6 to 12 are compatible. It can be a time period (01/01/2001-15/08/2003) meaning any revision created between 1st January 2001 and August 15, 2003. EXPRESS, the basic data model, includes effectivity as a primitive concept, but does not include any logical variability control. In practice each PDM system implements a sub-set of the logical variability concepts.

Evolution model is undefined. It is up to the developer to decide how his/her change will be mapped to the versioning concepts: creating alternate or substitute relationship, creating revisions, extending the effectivity range …

The versioning technology used in product engineering is rather simple: business objects follow a single line of “revisions”; and each revision can be associated with a single line of “version” of the associated data item, but only the most recent version is available.

2.2.2 SCM

Cooperation. SCM relies on the concept of workspace. A workspace is an isolated part of a file system in which all the files needed for a job are copied. Many workspaces can work concurrently on copies of the “same” files. Multiple changes on the same file are reconciled using “mergers”. Large scale concurrent engineering is common in SE. Nevertheless, these systems do not provide any formal cooperation model. In the optimistic strategy, it is simply expected that merges will be possible; in the pessimistic one, files need to be locked before to be changed.

Variability. This model does not exist explicitly in SCM. The properties and intentions of logical entity (variant) is not made explicit. SCM systems rely on the concept of workspace and baseline to define which combinations of variants make sense, in a pragmatic way. Many Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) and system models define a concept of equivalence, but ADLs and system models are not used in commercial SCM system. Most component models manage a single concern (implement an interface). Only research prototypes have addressed the issues of equivalence and semantic based selection of configuration (CVS, Subversion …) provide a storage facility, but the intention and purpose of versions, and their relationships are not explicit. In high-end SCM systems (ClearCase, CM/Synergy, …) it is sometimes possible to associate attributes to item types and to define hyperlinks. They do not, however, provide facilities for versioning those hyperlinks and attributes.

3. CONCURRENT ENGINEERING AND EVOLUTION MODELS

This short analysis of SCM and PDM shows the following:
- The strong point of PDM is the successful use of a business model which relates the product structure with data objects.
- The strong point of SCM is its ability to support evolution and concurrent engineering in isolated workspaces.
• In both camps, the versioning and evolution capabilities cover only a tiny fraction of the possible evolution spectrum; and each camp has selected different strategies.

The challenge addressed in our work is to find a way to support both strong points: combining the use of a business model related to engineering items, but still providing support for concurrent engineering.

This issue has been addressed in SCM when attempting to support a system model (which is equivalent to the PDM business model). These attempts have produced prototypes and even industrial trials but turned out to be practically infeasible [15]. This failure can be explained by two factors: (1) the system model has to be maintained manually, and is therefore expensive and unreliable; (2) the versioning of a system model proved to be problematic, as explained later. The cost of maintaining and versioning the system model largely outweighed the expected benefit.

Our claim is that the difficulty comes mostly from the fact that each domain has made different underlying assumptions, and for that reason uses different evolution models. The implicit hypotheses common to both fields are the following:

1. A “work” can last for a long time, and may require the availability of many different items.
2. A work usually changes only a (tiny) subset of the required items.
3. An item can be a significant undertaking, with many relationships with other items.

The issue is to satisfy these common hypothesis and the two specific characteristics: items are both business and data items, and the system provides strong evolution and concurrent engineering support.

Evolution and concurrent engineering means that the same item can be changed “simultaneously” by different persons. Provided the long duration of tasks and the many items required (hypothesis 1), a “work” has to be performed in an isolated place containing copies of all the needed items: a workspace. Provided that a work only changes a small number of items (hypothesis 2) that are highly interrelated (hypothesis 3), concurrent engineering has as consequence independent evolution and versioning of individual items.

Combining the common hypotheses and the two specific properties, logically leads to the following requirements:

Requirement 1: Work is performed in workspaces.
Requirement 2: Items are versioned individually.

Unfortunately, requirement 2 is difficult to satisfy if items are parts of a rich model. Indeed, requirement 2, in product engineering, would require:

• Versioning and merging logical and engineering items individually,
• Managing the evolution of complex models made of independently evolving items.

Although merging engineering items has been a topic of intense literature [6][8][10], there is no generic merging algorithm. Nevertheless, most tool vendors propose features for comparing / merging specific engineering items. The first point can be solved.

It is the second point which is challenging. Many propositions for model merging exist in the literature based on UML [11][12] or specific metamodels [2][7][9], but in all cases, the whole model is versioned, not the individual items. It is “easy” to retrieve old models, to store modified models, but in general, individual items and shared only in read-only libraries. It is not possible to build a new model assembling pre-existing items that can be tailored / changed by the different users of these items.

In this paper, we claim that it is because evolution models are missing (historical compatibility, logical variability, evolution and concurrent engineering) that it has not been possible, so far, to support both the requirement set by product engineering and software engineering systems. Before discussing these evolution models, we present shortly our data model and our basic workspace strategy.

3.1 CADSE architecture

In our work, we borrow from PDM the idea that a product can be seen at three levels: two models (business and data items) which coexist and complement each other, and the real object, which is not managed by the system (see Figure 1). In our case, since the real object can also be managed, the bottom layer contains the detailed models, the engineering artifact and the real object; the top layer contains the system model, which corresponds to the PDM business model.

In CADSE, the system model, as in “traditional” SCM systems, is made of items and relationship meant to represent the structure and architecture of the software system in terms of files, systems and subsystems. Unlike “traditional” SCM systems, in CADSE, the system model describes the software in a language (metamodel) specific to the application domain. The system model language is a domain model which describes either business domain concepts (e.g. an account in a bank), technical domain concepts (e.g. a component, a sub-system), or something in between (e.g. a driver).

The bottom layer is the development platform, it contains a wide range of engineering artifacts (from detailed models to executables), of various granularity and size (from a fraction of file to gigabytes), a large number of tools (compilers, editors), IDEs and the operating system.

In our system, a workspace contains not only the engineering artifacts, as usual, but also the system model. The software engineer can act upon the artifacts or the system model, and an automatic and dynamic mapping translates actions on items into actions performed on engineering artifacts, and vice versa. The solution we propose (CADSE) is realized following the architecture summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A CADSE architecture
In this paper we concentrate on the issues arising from evolution control and concurrent engineering. First, we have to give some information on how we defined the system model, and on the different evolution models we have identified.

### 3.2 System model and Domain model

In CADSE, the system model has to conform to a domain model (the system metamodel). The domain model describes the business domain concepts, architecture style, or any technical or conceptual structure and conventions that a system model must be compliant with in that domain.

The language in which a domain model is expressed is rather simple; it describes only structural concerns. A domain model is made of Item types and Link types that have attributes.

#### 3.3 Evolution model

Traditional SCM systems only manage files with a unique strategy: any change will produce a new revision. A revision is a snapshot of a file or a set of files at a given point in time and is therefore immutable. But if items are made of different attributes, links and content, an item revision can be seen as something created at a given point in time, but that still can evolve. The creation and evolution strategy for an item is defined by the evolution model.

Suppose for example that a given component, X.n, is imported (checked-out) in a workspace, then changed and committed back (check-in) to the repository. What should be the versioning strategy?

#### 3.3.1 Attribute changes

We would like, for example, to be able to express that name must be set at item creation, and never changed; lastChange should instead be set to the current date, and content, containing the actual source code, should be immutable.

The evolution model consists of associating to each attribute and link the following policies:

- **Mutable.** The attribute can be changed in the database on any existing revision (e.g. lastChange)
- **Immutable.** If the attribute changes, a new item revision must be created (e.g. content)
- **Final.** The attribute cannot be changed (e.g. name)

Note that usual SCM systems only handle contents (files) with unique and mandatory Immutable policy.

In our system, the behavior depends on which attributes of X is changed and on its evolution policy. For instance, in our example, the resulting behavior is ignoring the change of name, updating lastChange, and creating revision X.n+1 if content has changed. Each attribute may have a different evolution strategy. See Figure 5 for the state transition diagram.

#### 3.3.2 Link changes

A link is both an attribute (in its origin item) and an entity by itself whose value is a destination item plus some management information like effectivity and state. Changing a link means either changing the attribute (AC in Figure 5), or changing the destination item (DC in Figure 5). Changing the link attribute means adding/removing a destination if the attribute is a list, or linking to another item (AC for Attribute Changed).

The link destination depends on the type of link. Links can be Normal, Effective or Branch. Normal means that the destination is a single revision; Effective expresses a range of revisions like (1-3; 6-12) meaning revision, 1, 2, 3, and between 6 and 12; Branch means all revisions of the item. For example, if a link currently has destination Y.12, the link attribute is Y and the destination is either: 
• Normal: the destination revision number (e.g. 12),
• Effective: a range of revision (e.g. (2-7; 12)),
• Branch: nothing.

Therefore, if the destination changes its revision number (e.g. from Y.12 to Y.13), the link attribute is unchanged (still Y), but the link destination will be changed (from 12 to 13), its effectiveness extended (from (2-7; 12) to (2-7; 12-13)), or nothing if the link is branch.

Link attribute change. The attribute characteristics apply to link attributes: knownBugs should be mutable (we can add and remove a bugReport) and dependsOn should be immutable (if adding/removing a dependency, a new revision of the origin item should be created).

Link destination change. Take the example of the dependsOn link. If X.n dependsOn Y.m and Y is changed, what should be the behavior of the system? It depends on the kind of change performed on Y and on the intended semantics of link dependsOn. If the change on Y is such that it requires changing an immutable attribute in X (a method signature change in Y for example), new revisions Y.m+1 and X.n+1 should be created. In other cases, Y may have changed one of its immutable attributes, therefore producing Y.m+1, but X.n still works fine with Y.m+1 (changing the implementation of a method for example). We would like to say that X.n is “compatible” with Y.m and Y.m+1.

In some cases, like for author, which is an item, we would like to say that we do not care about the author current revision, as long as it is the same author.

The evolution model allows us to express all of these cases; each link may have one of the following characteristics:

• MutableDestination. Changing the revision number of the destination item does not have an effect on the origin item, but the link now targets the new revision.
• ImmutableDestination. If the destination item changes its revision number, a new revision of the origin item must be created with the link targeting the new revision.
• EffectiveDestination. The origin item will be compatible with both the previous and new destination revision (the link targets both revisions).
• FinalDestination. Destination is not allowed to change.
• BranchDestination. The target of the link is the item Id, not a specific revision. Creating a new revision of the destination item does not even change the link.

If the destination changes its revision number (i.e. it becomes new-revision), the link destination state becomes changed if its characteristic is mutableDestination; new-revision if its characteristic is immutableDestination. Branch links are always unchanged.

The state of a link attribute is the combination of the link attribute and the link destination states, new_revision having priority over changed, and changed having priority over unchanged.

The state of an item is new revision if at least one of its attributes or link is new revision, changed if at least one attribute or link is in state changed; unchanged otherwise.

3.3.3 Item state propagation

If the state of item Y becomes new_revision, its revision number is immediately incremented, without waiting for the next commit. But changing Y revision number may have immediate side effects on items X that have links toward item Y: changing X state to changed or new_revision, depending on the link attribute and value characteristics; incrementing X revision number if becoming new_revision and recursively.

Taking the Figure 4 domain model, at a given point in time the following situation may occur (Figure 6).

If a file pertaining to the Tomcat content attribute is edited or if a new version of Tomcat is imported, changing that file changes immediately the Tomcat content attributes which state becomes, new_revision since the content attribute has characteristic immutable for components. The Tomcat attribute content being now new_revision, Tomcat itself becomes new_revision and its revision becomes 13. This state change propagates to the dependsOn link, which updates the effectivity range and changes its state to changed since dependsOn is declared effective. In turn this change propagates to the myServlet dependsOn attribute and finally to myServlet itself which becomes changed. See Figure 7.

Figure 5. Attributes and links State transition diagram

Figure 6. A system model at a given point in time

Figure 7. System model after a file change in Tomcat

This computation is performed completely locally only based on the state and characteristics of attributes and links pertaining to the current workspace, and the result is displayed in real time.
CADSE, the complete state of the system is always available and the consequences, sometimes far reaching, of any action are immediately visible.

Therefore, depending on the evolution model, complex state changes may occur in a workspace. Side effects are computed without any need for being connected to the repository, and the system permanently provides the current state of the local workspace items. An evolution model is defined as characteristics attached to the attributes and links' definitions, therefore defined on the product metamodel. It means that it is the duty of the domain expert to define both the product metamodel and the evolution model; in this way defining the behavior of the system when the product evolves. The important consequence is that the designers and developers of a product in the domain automatically apply the (right) evolution policy, and do not have to know the detail and the intention of the domain designer.

3.4 Concurrent engineering model

Now suppose that X is changed in two concurrent workspaces A and B. A commits first, what occurs when B tries to commit? The usual SCM strategy is to prohibit B to commit X and to ask B to merge X first. But this is only one of the many possible strategies; it is the usual one because, implicitly, X has single attribute content with characteristic immutable. We could envision that some kinds of merges are performed even in the data base. For example, the knownBugs attribute, being a list, could be merged between A and B; the system can make a perfect merge and add bugs found in A and B. The reconcile characteristics, can be set on list attributes to express this property.

For mutable attributes, changes performed on X in B will overwrite the changes made on X in A. For immutable attributes, a new X revision will be created, superseding the value of X established in A. The changes made by A on X will either be overwritten or forgotten.

In most cases overwriting or forgetting an attribute value is unwanted; characteristic conflict detect this case and the system behaves as usual SCM systems: the second commit is rejected if two conflicting changes are performed on the same attribute; a merge has to be performed in B first.

When committing an item X, having a link toward Y.m+1, the system records the destinations item Id Y and the revision number m+1 (or revision range for effectivity links). Therefore, Y.m+1 must be present in the repository before X commits recursively. Committing an item may imply commits to a number of other items. The system first computes all the items to commit and then it computes the errors with respect to the repository (conflict characteristics); then, in a transaction, the system commits all the items.

This concurrent engineering model is very simple; it is sufficient to support the classic policies, but not to describe advanced CE policies like in Celine [22].

3.5 Compatibility model.

Most of the issues addressed by the compatibility model are the consequences of the fact that a workspace contains at most one revision of a given item. This constraint simply matches the usual software constraints: a single version of a class is allowed in an application.

Therefore, importing (from the repository into the workspace) an item Y.m may raise a number of consistency issues.

Suppose that Y.p is already in the workspace. We have a number of different cases.

- p=m and Y.p is unchanged: the operation is null.
- Y.p has state changed or new revision: Y.p may be overwritten (Discart), or merged (Merge).
- Y.p is unchanged: Y can be reverted (Revert, m < p) or updated (Update, m > p).

If Y.p exists and Y.m is imported, all existing links L from X.n to Y.p are changed from Y.p to Y.m.

- If L is mutableDestination, link L is set to Changed, and therefore X.n state is also set to Changed.
- If L is immutableDestination, link L becomes, newRevision, and X.n becomes X.n+1 new_revision and recursively.

Therefore importing an item which is not the expected one may propagate to many other items. Before importing item Y.m, the system computes and displays all the sides effects ({Discart, Merge, Revert, Update}, {new_revisions, {changed}}) and asks if the operation should be performed anyway (with the sides effects) or cancelled.

Now suppose that Y.m is imported and has link L toward Z.i. If Z is not currently in the workspace, we have to decide whether Z will be imported too. If link L has characteristics require, Z will be imported too, and recursively if Z has also require links. If L is not require, the system maintains a "non resolved" link, i.e., a link that references an item not present, along with its revision number, allowing the same kind of consistency check even on missing items.

But importing Z.i may have the same side effect as discussed for Y.m. and the system displays for Z.i the associated list of side effects. Therefore, depending on the side effects, the user may decide to import Z.i or not. Note that, if Y.m is imported but not Z.i, Y.m will be marked changed or new_revision, depending on link L characteristic.

Because of the different require link propagations, importing an item may end in importing a list of items, each one with its own associated list of side effects. The system first computes all the propagations and sides effects, as if all required items will be imported, and displays a table, in which each line corresponds to one item to be imported, and its list of side effect. The color of each line indicates its importance (Discart, Merge, Revert, Update) deselecting a line, means “do not import”. Deselecting a line “immediately” recomputes the side effects to the other items to be imported.

Once all decisions have been made, the system performs all the selected imports, and updates the workspace accordingly, in a single transaction. It is important to emphasize that all this computing is performed statically, observing the state of the repository and the state of the workspace and does not require any data transfer; this explains why it can be performed fairly quickly in interactive mode.

The involved side effect computation turned out to be rather complex, especially when adding recursive composite items not discussed here, and a mixture of selected / deselected items. The experience we already have shows that, without the help of the system, it is virtually impossible to forecast the version problems and to know the right version to use in all circumstance.

Conversely, the messages and help provided by the system makes building complex composite systems fast, safe and easy.
We believe that, fundamentally, it is this compatibility model and associated mechanism that solve the model versioning issue. This compatibility model proved to be particularly difficult to design; it requires expertise in different fields, involves complex mechanisms, and requires an advanced architecture to be implemented. These difficulties probably explains why this feature was not available until now and why, since the model versioning issue is the root of the incompatibility between model based approaches and concurrent engineering, the Software engineering and product engineering approaches have been incompatible domains.

4. IMPLEMENTATION.

We do not believe it is feasible to design and build a system supporting the features, concepts and methods spanning a large range of engineering activities, including software engineering and product engineering. It explains probably why it was not possible, so far, to reconcile SCM and PDM systems. Our approach, instead, has been to analyze the differences in the concepts and techniques used in Computer Aided Engineering environments (CAE), and to identify how these differences could be formalized. We have identified a number of dimensions on which different CAE diverge. For each one of these dimensions, we have defined a model, allowing us to express, through a model (conforming to the metamodel), the point or the area, in this dimension, used by a given CAE.

Our work led us to identify the following models:

- Domain model
- Variability Model
- Compatibility Model
- Evolution Model
- Concurrent engineering model

Other models have been identified and are supported as well, but are not the topic of this paper: correspondence, behavior, composite and build models. Providing a model for each one of these dimensions is a way to represent formally and precisely the engineering environment used in an engineering domain: a CADSE (Computer Aided Domain Specific Environment).

From a practical point of view, our work faces two challenges. The first one, which is the topic of this paper, is the capability to support engineering in a very wide range of domains, including software and product engineering. The second challenge is to reuse tools and habits. Therefore our system should:

- Smoothly integrate existing tools and systems, respecting user habits and methods.
- Be highly adaptable and extensible, to fit a wide range of uses.

4.1 Architecture and reuse

For the integration and reuse of tools and methods, we have used the Mélusine approach [14] which links abstract concepts to real tools. In CADSE, the workspace and repository domains (see Figure 8) are described in a rather abstract way and connected to current software engineering tools. In practice, a workspace is synchronized with Eclipse (NetBeans support is forecasted); for model versioning the repository is synchronized with different databases (mySQL in the current version), and for artifact versioning the repository uses current versioning systems (Zip, CVS or Subversion in our implementation). The approach allows us to easily change and integrate commercial tools, including PDM ones.

The workspace domain is driven by four (meta) models (domain, variability, evolution and compatibility). The correspondence model maintains the consistency between the item and its associated content in the workspace. For example, an item can be associated with an Eclipse project; creating a dependency between two Eclipse projects may automatically create a dependency link between the corresponding items. Similarly, creating a relationship between two items may create a project dependency, create or change files, update the classpath and so on. Workspace is itself an Eclipse plugin, which proposes new editors (for items, attributes, links, composites items etc.), strongly coupled with the usual Eclipse concepts and tools. Workspace gives Eclipse a high-level and hierarchical view of projects, resources, files and plug-ins. Workspace subsumes the actual Eclipse concept of workspace, and can be seen as the high level workspace view of Eclipse.

In Mélusine, since each domain is autonomous, the workspace domain can be used alone. Indeed, workspace alone provides a number of very useful facilities, and has been used as-is inside and outside as our team for a long time.

4.2 CADSEg: a multi model approach

Even using the Mélusine tools and approach, building a CADSE manually is a significant undertaking that is too often not economically feasible. It is only in the product family context that Domain Specific Environments (i.e. CADSEs) have been developed; the hypothesis, in product families, is that a large number of products are to be developed in the same family, making the CADSE development cost effective. Despite years of existence and a huge commercial motivation, the fact that real product family environments are so few is a proof that a manual CADSE development is too expensive in general.
generate the associated CADSE as output. This is the goal of the CADSE generator tool we have developed.

CADSEg being a software environment dedicated to the production of a specific class of software applications (CADSE production) can be seen as a CADSE itself. CADSEg is built using itself (bootstrapped); and is one of our most complex and well used CADSE.

5. EXPERIENCE

The authors are software engineering and SCM experts, not PDM experts. Nevertheless, our work on the topic started more than 10 years ago [13], and motivated much of our subsequent research. We first had to design and implement the Melusine approach and infrastructure (which currently supports CADSEg and all CADSEs). Melusine and a number of domains, including product, content and repository, have been validated through the development of industrial applications, some of them in operational use. Then, we have designed and implemented the workspace domain which supports all our software developments since February 2006. Teamwork, the domain that links workspace and repository domains, and controls the evolution models, has been designed and developed simultaneously but was ready much later.

The experience of using workspace alone is compelling, and fully supports the claims from the product engineering community. The workspace view (system model) is really a high level and conceptual view, in which the structure, properties and nesting of items can be easily seen and managed. The strong link with the engineering items allowed us to perform most of the engineering activities on the workspace view, instead of using the package explorer one. It is interesting to notice that users tend to use the workspace view more and more. This pushed us to rewrite some mechanisms like rebuilding, in a generic and high level way. Altogether, the CADSE project has developed 120 000 Physical Lines Of Code (PLOC); the largest CADSE developed (CADSEg itself) has 92 concepts in its metamodel, Melusine CADSE has 23 concepts and a few hundred logical items; efficiency has not been an issue so far.

Intrinsically, workspace is a concurrent engineering view very much in line with the SCM philosophy. We used Subversion for versioning the Eclipse data items (projects and files) managed by workspace. During the time workspace was used alone, without surprise, we experienced the fact that real concurrent engineering over a rich model cannot be managed using only the classic (file) versioning tools. Many difficulties arose that forced us to adopt the classic “strict baseline” strategy which consists of having a single branch by item, and in using only the head of all branches (the baseline).

The strict baseline approach is the SCM view of the “full model versioning” approach used by product engineering tools, and by most model driven Software engineering approaches. Clearly, the different evolution models supported by Teamwork are required if items evolve and are versioned individually, and if SCM and PDM are to be reconciled.

Teamwork development and experimentation showed us how complex and critical, historical compatibility control is. We had to rework the concepts, implementation and interfaces a number of times before reaching a satisfactory result. It is no surprise that, without such a service, PDM and SCM cannot interoperate.

A major property of the system is that most, if not all, the versioning, compatibility and consistency policies are addressed by a CADSE designer which is often done once for all in a given company. Then, product or software designers and developers do not care of versioning, concurrent engineering or compatibility issues. The system “knows” the semantic and intention attached to each attribute and link and automatically checks the conditions and automatically updates the versioning information. For example, the compatibility mechanism dynamically and automatically updates the compatibility information when developers are working. The decisions to create a new revision or not, to update the links, to extend an effectiveness range, or to compute the side effect of an action are directly derived from the models, and require absolutely no action from the developers. This property proved to have major benefits:

- The policy is consistently enforced for all developers working on the same software/product
- The developers do not need to be aware of the policies and their associated controls.
- Developers do not have anything to do for the consistency, compatibility and concurrency constraints to be satisfied.

From the developer’s perspective, consistency, compatibility and concurrency are features available “for free” which proved to be key for developer acceptance. But the real fundamental consequence is that the model(s) are by construction, always in sync with the reality. This is true for all the models: the system models, which represents the software/product structure and elements thank to the correspondence model, as well as the evolution models thank to the mechanisms presented in this paper. Indeed, the models are the reality.

In a CADSE, building a complex system by composition of pre existing components is highly assisted. It is driven by the domain metamodel, by the database of existing component, and the composition consistency is enforced by the compatibility model. A CADSE provides “naturally” the support expected from automatic selection mechanism [15]. The main reason why automatic selection failed to be used in the industry so far is that it relies on a software model that has to be maintained manually all along the product life cycle; and maintaining such a model is too expensive and error prone. In a CADSE, model maintenance is granted and automatic by construction.

6. CONCLUSION

The homogeneous and consistent management of the complete life cycle of products containing software, electronic, electrical and mechanical components is a clear industrial need. Unclear is the reason why, so far, despite a decade of efforts software engineering and product engineering environments, tools and methods are not integrated and cannot even interoperate [1].

The paper shows that SCM and PDM goals are very similar but, PDM emphasizes modeling and SCM emphasizes building, evolution and concurrent engineering. We believe this difference of focus explains why the solutions to the same problems are so different.

Reconciling PDM and SCM therefore requires supporting high level modeling and concurrent engineering. The contributions of this paper are:

- Identifying why high-level modeling and concurrent engineering are conflicting features.
- Finding that the root issue lies in the evolution control of models made of items that evolve individually.
- Defining the evolution models capable to solve the model evolution control issue.
- Presenting CADSEs, that implements these feature and support these models.
- Evaluating the solution we have proposed.
Provided the extremely wide spectrum of industrial domains covered by product engineering and software engineering, it is unrealistic to believe that a single tool could cover the functionalities, concepts and features required in all these domains. Our approach instead, has been to find the different dimensions that distinguish a domain from another, and to propose a language (a metamodel) in which it is possible to formally define where a domain fits in each dimension. The set of such models constitutes a formal specification of the associated domain. Our approach is to generate a Computer Aided Domain Specific engineering Environment (CADSE) from this specification. The experience with CADSE, so far, shows that, not only is the approach feasible, but that it is possible to build practical and scalable solutions.

In software engineering, most advanced features (ADL, selection, proof, validation ...) require or produce high level models of the software. Unfortunately, in the software engineering field, we have been unable to (1) enforce the consistency between the model(s) and the “real” software and (2) manage the evolution and the concurrent engineering of such models. Having solved these two issues, we expect that our work will provide a way to resurrect these early attempts, providing CADSEs in which these advanced services are provided “for free”.

CADSEg can be downloaded [http://www-adele.imag.fr/cadse](http://www-adele.imag.fr/cadse)
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